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consultants, and accountants tend to establish themselves near these headquarters and create a larger
professional community, a greater concentration of
knowledge, and easier access to high-quality services
for other companies nearby.
By this measure, Calgary is by far the Canadian
leader in the concentration of corporate headquarters,
with 6.7 corporate head offices per 100,000 people in
2008. Calgary’s concentration is more than double that
of Toronto, which had 3.2 corporate head offices per
100,000 people (table 2; figure 1). Winnipeg had 2.3
corporate head offices per 100,000 people. Montreal was
fourth among the cities with 2.0 corporate head offices
per 100,000 people, while Vancouver had 1.8 corporate
head offices per 100,000 people.

Which Canadian city is home to the largest number of
corporate headquarters for Canada’s top 500 corporations?1 How has this changed over time?
Table 1 contains data from 1990, 2000, and 2008 showing how many corporate headquarters are located in
Canada’s five main corporate centers: Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary, and Vancouver.2 Toronto was
overwhelmingly the dominant location for corporate
headquarters in all three years examined. In 2008, 35.2%
of corporate headquarters for Canada’s top 500 corporations were located in Toronto. Calgary ranked second,
Montreal third, Vancouver fourth, and Winnipeg last.
Is the absolute number of corporate headquarters an
effective measure of corporate headquarter activity?

How does adjusting for Canada’s government-held
corporations affect the rankings?

No. A better way to measure corporate headquarters
activity is to adjust for population. Simply counting
the number of corporate head offices without adjusting for the size of the city ignores the real effect that
the concentration of corporate headquarters can have
on an economy. This concentration is important because of the spin-off effects associated with corporate
headquarters. Support professionals such as lawyers,

There were a total of 50 government corporations3,4
among Canada’s top 500 corporations in 2008, representing 10% of the total. Twenty-five of the 50 (50.0%)
are among the top 200 Canadian corporations. Put differently, 12.5% (one-eighth) of the top 200 Canadian
companies in Canada are government owned.

Table 1: Corporate headquarters overview
1990

2000

2008

Number of top
500 headquarters

% of
top 500

Number of top
500 headquarters

% of
top 500

Number of top
500 headquarters

% of
top 500

Montreal

96

19.2%

92

18.4%

76

15.2%

Toronto

186

37.2%

190

38.0%

176

35.2%

Winnipeg

18

3.6%

18

3.6%

17

3.4%

Calgary

44

8.8%

50

10.0%

79

15.8%

Vancouver

45

9.0%

41

8.2%

41

8.2%

Sources: FP Magazine, 1991, 2001, 2009. Calculations by authors.
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Table 2: Canadian corporate headquarters per
100,000 population, 1990, 2000, and 2008
1990

2000

2008

Montreal

2.9

2.6

2.0

Toronto

4.7

4.0

3.2

Winnipeg

2.7

2.6

2.3

Calgary

5.9

5.3

6.7

Vancouver

2.8

2.0

1.8

Sources: FP Magazine, 1991, 2001, 2009; Statistics Canada’s
CANSIM database <http://cansim2.statcan.ca/>. Calculations
by authors.

Figure 1: Canadian corporate headquarters
per 100,000 population, 1990, 2000, and 2008
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1 Only corporate headquarters for the top 500 Canadian corporations as reported by the Financial Post are included in
this analysis.
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Table 3 shows the concentration of private corporate head offices, excluding government-held corporations. If government corporations are removed from
the mix, Winnipeg’s concentration is the most affected,
dropping 29.4% (five headquarters). After Winnipeg,
the concentration in Vancouver is the next most affected (9.8%, or four headquarters), followed by Montreal
(7.9%, or six headquarters), and Toronto (4.5%, or eight
headquarters). Calgary’s count is affected the least with
a change of only 2.5% (two headquarters).
This significant change in the absolute numbers of
headquarters in each city has a noticeable impact on the
relative rankings among the cities. While Calgary and
Toronto remain in first and second place, respectively,
Montreal moves up to third, while Vancouver and Winnipeg tie for fourth.

Toronto Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

Sources: FP Magazine, 1991, 2001, 2009; Statistics Canada’s
CANSIM database <http://cansim2.statcan.ca/>. Calculations
by authors.

Table 3: Private Canadian corporate headquarters per 100,000 population, 2008
2008

Percentage change
in concentration of
corporate headquarters

Montreal

1.9

(7.9)

Toronto

3.0

(4.5)

Winnipeg

1.6

(29.4)

Calgary

6.5

(2.5)

Vancouver

1.6

(9.8)

Sources: FP Magazine, 2009; Statistics Canada’s CANSIM database: <http://cansim2.statcan.ca/>. Calculations by authors.

2 The five centers are defined as “Census Metropolitan Areas” by Statistics Canada for the 2001 census. This means, for
example, that Toronto includes not only the City of Toronto,
but also Mississauga, the fourth largest city for headquarter
activity (headquarter count), as well as the municipalities
of Ajax, Aurora, Bradford West Gwillimbury, Brampton,
Caledon, East Gwillimbury, Georgina, Halton Hills, King,
Markham, Milton, Mono, New Tecumseth, Newmarket,
Oakville, Orangeville, Pickering, Richmond Hill, Uxbridge,
Vaughan, and Whitchurch-Stouffville.
3 Forty-nine of these government-held corporations were
wholly owned, while 90% of the 50th (Enersource Corp.) was
held by the City of Mississauga.
4 Thirty-one percent of Power LP in Edmonton is owned by
EPCOR utilities, which is wholly owned by the City of Edmonton. This organization is not counted as a government-held
corporation here due to the minority nature of the holding.
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The full FP500 for 2008, as well as rankings for 2006
and 2007, can be found on the Financial Post’s website:
<http://www.financialpost.com>.
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